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The November 1976 issue of School fF  #@23&=3=]hemeEeMe 4 tin readers know that in our view the 
Library Journal features aneditorialby ff = === ~~ «ij _~— publishing industry practices covert 
Lillian Gerhardt attacking the work of # = =———s—s—ss censorship resulting in the under- 
the CIBC in general and our publica-  Mssnissssnsninaisininnnnnsiiansssisiassc BeoSuue UP HE ices of wanien and 

tion, Human (and Anti-Human) Values Third World peoples.) Freedom of 
in Children’s Books, in particular. speech and freedom of ideas are 

Following is an open response to Ms. always in need of protection from the 
Gerhardt’s remarks. overt and covert establishment cen- 

books. Does any educator doubt the sors who resent ideas that challenge 
connection? the status quo ay that question the 

2. About our being “left.” If by legitimacy of their power. But “free- 
DAVID AND GOLIATH, ACT II “left” SLJ means all those who value dom” to consistently insult or discrim- 
(OR IS IT ACT III?) people over property (ie, “human” inate against people because of their 
Once again, the editorial page of rather than “anti-human” values) | sex, age or race—that is, their human 

School Library Journal has been then we proudly accept the label. condition—warrants no protection 

given over to pursuing one of its Won’t you join us? whatsoever. 

favorite vendettas—warning librar- 8. About our rich-uncle founda- To accuse us or anyone of attempt- 

ians to beware of the CIBC. Accord- tion. CIBC was created by volunteers ing to “censor” racism and sexism— 

ing to the November 1976 SLJ ten years ago and, for five years, was which are inherent aspects of our 

editorial the CIBC spends _ virtually without resources. We still present society—is ridiculous. Since | 

its time dreaming up ridiculous must depend on volunteer help to we aren’t endowed with magic powers | 

new causes to keep a sappy foun- supplement a modest staff since our for changing society overnight, the 

dation’s bucks rolling in and threat- present Carnegie funding is less than most the CIBC can do is participate in | 
ens the free speech of poor publish- half the money needed to finish the the movement of librarians, educators 
ers and authors by trying to become projects we are committed to. Con- and parents to raise awareness and to 

“left-wing censors” of children’s trary to the editorial’s implication, we work toward the elimination of anti- 

literature. have no grant money whatsoever for human values and practices in our 

Four corrections plus a thank-you particular themes. Like most non- country. 

are in order. profit groups, we’re struggling away Lastly, a note of thanks. We doubt 

1. About our cause-machine, in the hope that our work makes a_ that SLJ has ever before reviewed a 

that churns out “isms” to hurl at difference. new publisher’s first book on its 

the defenseless inhabitants of 4. About whether we are cen- prestigious editorial page. We appre- 

children’s bookland. Indeed, racism sors. We are heartened by the fact ciate the attention you gave to Hu- 

was our founding “cause” and re- that many publishing house editors man (and Anti-Human) Values in 
mains our priority. Sexism, ageism, are becoming sensitive to the con- Children’s Books. By the way, your 

etc. have been added as we have cerns that are the focus of our work. mock review of Peter Rabbit was 
become increasingly aware of the Equally encouraging is the realiza- delightful, and we look forward to 

integral relationship of these forces. tion, by many librarians, that enlight- seeing CIBC concepts applied serious- 
Unfortunately, society imposes the ened weeding and selection policies ly to future SLJ reviews. 

“isms,” and people were struggling aimed at reducing racism and sexism 
against them long before the CIBC do not constitute “censoring.” Cen- And yet another correction. It’s Car- 

came on the scene. So what does sors cannot operate without some negie Corporation of New York, not 

CIBC do? It fills a reviewing void, connections with the seats of power, “Carnegie Foundation for Change.” 

linking up the threads which connect i.e, government, church, business. Considering Carnegie’s long associa- 

“isms” in the world-out-there with Moreover, there are different forms of tion with libraries, that’s a strange 

“isms” in the world of children’s | censorship—overt and covert. (Bulle- slip for SLJ’s pages. 
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2 . = 

a Women in New History Texts 
a = a s 

Stereotypes, Distortions and Omissions 
The following article is adapted from a forthcoming CIBC book which analyzes 

new history textbooks for racism and sexism. It is a content rating instrument and is 

designed to enable teachers and students to evaluate and rate the texts used in their 
classrooms. It also serves as a valuable source of supplementary information on 
Third World peoples’ and women’s history. 

Published by the CIBC Racism and Sexism Resource Center, the book is titled 
Stereotypes, Distortions and Omissions in U.S. History Textbooks; it will be 
published January 20 and costs $7.95. Pre-publication copies are available now. 

In the book a third column documents the “reality” and provides bibliographical 

sources for supplementary historical information. These sources appear on page 7. 

DISTORTION REALITY . 
Political life among the North Ameri- There were over 500 different Native American societies when Europeans first 
can Indians was quite varied. The arrived. Most of the larger ones had a matrilineal structure, with property 
least common political system was a_ inherited through the mother. The Judeo-Christian concept of woman being 
monarchy (rule by a single leader). made from man’s rib, and consequently being considered inferior, was 
When the nobles of a tribe held the unknown to any Native cultures, all of which venerated the Earth Mother. 
real power, even though there was one Since religion, politics and culture were intertwined in Native American life, 
recognized leader in nearly every women in most Native nations held property, could divorce, and could fully 
tribe, the political system was an participate in societal decision making. Women were particularly powerful in 
aristocracy. Within some tribes a _ the Iroquois Confederacy, yet many books make no reference to that fact. 
democracy (rule by common consent) 
existed that allowed both men and 
women to have their say.—The Im- 
pact of Our Past (McGraw-Hill, 1972), 
p. 44 

DISTORTION REALITY 
Living with these Indians was a If texts make any mention of individual Native American women, it is 

young woman by the name of Sacaja- inevitably of Pocahontas, Sacajawea, Nancy Ward or Mary Brant—women 
wea. . . . When the [Lewis and Clark] who, in some way, aided Europeans. 
expedition set out again, in the spring The vast majority of Native women—who learned that their own interests 
of 1805, Sacajawea agreed to goalong were opposed to European interests and who suffered greatly, along with their 
and act as guide and interpreter. Her people, when they fought to defend their homelands—are not discussed in 
husband, a French fur trapper, agreed textbooks. 
to help guide the expedition.— 
America: Its People and Values (Har- 
court Brace Jovanovich, 1975), pp. 
260-261 

DISTORTION REALITY 

The dangers the immigrant suffered A woman was part of De Soto’s early 1500’s expedition, and Spanish women 
in coming to America make one helped settle St. Augustine, Florida, in 1565. Chicana women were settlers of 
wonder why he came. (emphasis Santa Fe in 1609. Dutch women arrived in New York in 1621. Other European 

added)—The Pageant of American women, of many nations and religions, arrived with the first settlers from their 
History (Allyn and Bacon, 1975), p.20 countries. All of these women endured the same hardships as did men, plus the 

added burden of frequent pregnancies. (Throughout the colonial period, one 
birth in five resulted in the mother’s death.) 
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DISTORTION REALITY 
Members of the Sons of Liberty, an The first of many women’s organizations was formed in New Jersey in 1681. 

organization formed soon after pas- Most such groups later concentrated on political discussion about the need for 

sage of the Stamp Act, expressed their independence from England. In the years prior to the Revolution, the 

anti-British attitudes by encouraging boycotting of English imports was organized primarily by women. This 

non-importation, tarring and feather- became an important method of economic warfare. Women organized and 

ing loyalists and British tax ‘agents, participated in demonstrations against the British and against colonists 
destroying property, and threatening cooperating with the British. Much of this was done through the “Daughters of 

British officials with bodily harm.— Liberty.” It is thought by some historians that the famed Committees of 
The American Experience (Addison- Correspondence were actually initiated by Mercy Otis Warren—a well-known 
Wesley, 1975), p. 37 propagandist, author and historian—but credited to her husband, as only a 

male signature would have been taken seriously. 

DISTORTION REALITY 

The early New England mills were What textbooks don’t tell is that the industrialization of spinning and weaving 
small and crude. But many men, was the single greatest factor affecting young women’s lives at that time. 
women and children were eager to Because their work was no longer essential in their parents’ households and 
work in them. New England farmers because of poverty at home, they left for, or were sent to, the new mills. Women 
often found it hard to make a living and children in the mills outnumbered the men by seven to one. Fourteen- 
from the poor New England soil. Thus hours-a-day or more was not uncommon, and pay, little as it was for men, was 
the mills drew most of their labor less than half as much for women. 
from the poor farm families in nearby Many of the early “mill girls” viewed their jobs as temporary and were 
areas.—The Challenge of America consequently reluctant to do anything to challenge unsafe and inadequate 
(Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1973), p. work conditions. Even so, large numbers of women working in the new 

286 industries did organize and strike. The Lowell Strikes of the 1830’s and 1840’s 
were largely strikes by women workers. Women and children in states outside 
of New England and in non-textile industries also organized and struck, 
conducting very militant campaigns. 

In the long run, the women workers of this period were defeated because 1) 
their long working days plus their household duties left little time for 
organizing; 2) the newly arriving immigrants were hungry and desperate and 
had to accept any wages offered; and 3) the government sided with business 
against labor. 

DISTORTION REALITY 

In 1840 an anti-slavery convention This text tells us of the flagrant sexism in the abolitionist movement. It does 

was held in London. Among the not make clear that this sexism did not pervade the entire movement, nor does 

delegates from many nations were it mention that the majority of anti-slavery activists were women. In fact, the 

eight American women. Because they leading female abolitionists were also committed to the cause of women’s 

were women, they were denied admis- rights, as were Frederick Douglass, William Lloyd Garrison and many of their 

sion. Thus, the anti-slavery movement followers. Angelina and Sarah Grimke, Lucretia Mott, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, 

and the women’s rights movement Susan B. Anthony and the ex-slave and brilliant orator, Sojourner Truth, 

were joined. Usually the same people deserve much credit for creating the reform environment which led to 

took part in both.—The Pageant of improvement in the status of women and Blacks during the mid-nineteenth 

American History (Allyn and Bacon, century. 
1975), p. 194 Students are not told, in any text, that female anti-slavery societies 

outnumbered male and that most of the movement’s funds were raised by 

women. 

DISTORTIONS REALITY 
A slave who sought to escape in this Black women, as well as white, are obliterated by textbook use of the male 

way did so under cover of night. A pronoun. Textbooks also generally refuse to deal with the extra burden of 
conductor on the Underground Rail- sexual oppression faced by female slaves. Not only were they helpless before 
road helped him. (emphasis added)— _ their master’s sexual desires, but they were forced to bear children who became 
The Pageant of American History marketable property of the slaveowner. There are endless examples of 

(Allyn and Bacon, 1975), p. 193 advertisements for women who are described as “Prime Breeders.” The slave 

: population doubled between 1790 and 1850, largely because the women were 

The lives of slave women and house forced to have seven or eight children, all the while working from dawn to dark 

slaves were usually better.—The Chal. in the fields. Nevertheless enslaved women were active in revolts, were 
lenge of America (Holt, Rinehart and frequent runaways and participated in innumerable resistance actions. 
Winston, 1978), p. 332 Harriet Tubman is an outstanding example of just such a woman. Her exploits 
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as a union spy commander during the Civil War deserve much more credit than 

is generally given in textbooks. 

Geb Dice set Seater Aa beep tn RCP le FAS STO, SII Pte iE een aise cee ete eee TE 

DISTORTION REALITY a 
Settlement house workers like Jane Textbooks omit mention of Black women who were social reformers in the late 

Addams were among those most 1800’s and early 1900’s. Mary Church Terrell organized the National 

interested in the special problems of Association of Colored Women in 1896. It had over 100,000 members in 26 
blacks. ... Few national leaders or states within four years and organized schools and hospitals. Terrell was a 

reformers took much notice of prominent speaker and writer, devoting her life to racial justice. Lucy Laney, 
blacks.—The Challenge of America born a slave, graduated from Atlanta University in 1886 and started a school 

(Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1973), p. which had 1,000 pupils. Fannie Williams founded the first nursing school for 

517 Black women. Charlotte Forten, an upper-middle-class Black woman from 

Philadelphia, was active in teaching newly freed slaves during the Civil War. 

Another heroic Black woman, Ida B. Wells, campaigned against lynching, 

printing her own anti-lynching newspaper. She spoke in England and all over 

the U.S. She sometimes carried two guns to defend herself against white mobs 
which frequently gathered. 

In later years, a Black leader, Mary McLeod Bethune, accomplished wonders 

against the odds of poverty and racism to open up educational opportunities for 
Black children, especially Black girls. 

DISTORTION REALITY 

Women’s rights became a crucial Women’s rights had been a “crucial issue” long before the 1900’s. It was not the 

issue in the early 1900’s. One reason increasing number of working women, but a combination of militant feminists 

for this was the increasing number of and rather conservative, middle-class, political women who succeeded in 

women in the work force.—The Chal- forcing legislators to enfranchise women. Around 1900, five million women 

lenge of America (Holt, Rinehart and were in the labor force. About one and one half million were domestics, 

Winston, 1973), p. 624 working 16 hour days, seven days a week. A slightly lesser number were in 
heavy industry, earning one fourth to one third of men’s wages for a ten-hour- 
day, six days a week. (Of children 10 to 15 years old, 25 per cent of boys and 19 
per cent of girls were working 10 to 12 hours a day.) For women who had 
families, work included still more hours for home and child care. 
Understandably, the effort for suffrage meant little to most of these women. 

Their grim lives held other priorities. One of the women who spoke to those 
priorities was “Mother Jones” (1830-1930) who, after losing her miner husband 
and four children to a yellow fever epidemic, spent 50 years organizing 
workers. Another was Elizabeth Gurley Flynn (1859-1947), who began labor 
organizing at age fifteen for the Industrial Workers of the World (Wobblies). 
She, too, had a long career, in and out of jails, leading women and men on 
picket lines. 
An example of women’s militancy occurred in 1909. A general strike of 

shirtwaist workers involved 20,000 people, 80 per cent of whom were women, as 
was most of the strike leadership. 

DISTORTION REALITY 

No quotation available. Birth control is one of the most important historical factors to change women’s 
lives, health and hopes. Yet, textbooks do not discuss Margaret Sanger and the 
struggle to legalize birth control. 
Margaret Sanger, a nurse, worked among poor women. She saw how 

desperate they were made by numerous pregnancies they could not afford. She 
saw how many lives were lost in attempts at abortion, so she studied about 
contraception in Europe, introduced the phrase, “birth control,” and opened the 
first clinic in 1916. She spoke, wrote, pamphleteered, organized conferences and 
was often jailed until—finally—in 1937, dissemination of birth control 
information by doctors was legalized. Yet, despite Sanger’s efforts, it is 
unlikely that male legislators would have legalized birth control were it not 
that, by 1937, large families and a larger labor force were no longer an 
economic necessity. 
Margaret Sanger understood that the availability of birth control was, in 
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many ways, a class issue. By the early 20th century, many middle- and upper- 
class women had the information they needed to prevent unwanted births. 
Sanger sought to make such information widely available to poor women, 
against the wishes of religious groups and legislators. 

DISTORTION REALITY 

In the 1920’s, laws were passed This textbook, unlike many others we have seen, does not deny the existence of 
severely reducing the number of racism. Even in the 1920’s, there were few jobs for Black men in the South. Men 
immigrants who could enter the and women eked out a meager existence as sharecroppers, working together to 
United States. Those who were here stay alive. Many Blacks migrated north to urban areas, where Black women 
learned new skills. They moved up- discovered that they could often find jobs more easily than their husbands. 
ward from the lowest paying jobs. They took the jobs that immigrant women had abandoned and became house- 
These jobs were increasingly left for cleaners, cooks, nursemaids, and laundry workers. Even today, Black women 
blacks to fill—The Pageant of Ameri- find that low-paid and low-status work is primarily what is available to them. 
can History (Allyn and Bacon, 1975), 
p. 424 

DISTORTION REALITY 
The census showed that 9.1 percent of Though the textbook is asking good questions, it does not begin to present 
all white families were headed by students with the dimensions of the problem facing Third World women today. 
women. Women were the heads of 28.3 While all women, as a group, earn 57 per cent of what men earn, Third World 
percent of black families. Why are women earn even less than do white women. They are overrepresented in low 
families headed by women likely to be status, low paying jobs, in the unemployment lines, as single heads of 
poor?—Man In America (Silver Bur- households, among those living below the poverty level and in jails and reform 
dett, 1974), p. 628 schools. They receive less education than white women, and suffer poorer 

health conditions, shorter life spans and vastly more forced sterilizations than 
their white counterparts. In addition to sexism, they are oppressed by racism. 
And those Third World women who are poor—the vast majority—also suffer 
from classism. This is the triple oppression Third World feminists strive to 
overcome. 

The Realities of Women’s History—A Resource List 

Carroll, Berenice. Liberating Kraditor, Aileen S. Up From the —_—_____. Women in American Life. 
Women’s History. University of Illi- Pedestal. Quadrangle, 1969. Houghton Mifflin, 1970. 
nois, 1976. Lerner, Gerda. Black Women in Smuts, Robert. Women and Work in 

Chafe, William. The American White America: A Documentary His- America. Schocken, 1971. 
Woman: Her Changing Social, Eco- tory. Vintage, 1973. : : Sochen, June. Herstory: A Woman’s 
nomic and Political Roles, 1920-1970. ——_——. The Woman in American View of American History. Alfred 
ee University Press, 1972. pape sem a 1970 Publishing Co., 1974. 

avis, Angela. “Reflections on the erriam, Eve. Growing Up Female . . % Ts 
Black Woman's Role inthe Communi- in America: Ten Lives. Dell, 1971. yas er hee : ATS as ‘ork in the Southern Colonies. 
ty of Slaves.” Black Scholar, De- _ O'Neill, William. Everyone Was yyiversity of N : y of North Carolina Press, 
cember 1971. Brave. Quadrangle, 1969. 1938 
DePauw, Linda Grant. Founding Ryan, Mary P. Womanhood in 7 : 

Mothers: Women in the Revolutionary America: From Colonial Times to the errell, John Upton and Donna M. 
Era. Houghton Mifflin, 1975. Present. Franklin Watts, 1975. Terrell. Indian Women of the Western 

Fact Sheets on Institutional Sex. The San Francisco Women’s Histo- Morning. Dial, 1974. Poe 
ism. Foundation for Change, 1976. ry Group. What Have Women Done? __U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. 

Flexner, Eleanor. Century of Strug- United Front Press, 1974. Sexism and Racism: Feminist Per- 
gle. Atheneum, 1973. Sanger, Margaret. Margaret spectives. Civil Rights Digest, 

Gornick, Vivian and Barbara Mo- Sanger: An Autobiography. W.W. Spring 1974. 
ran. Women in Sexist Society. Basic Norton & Co., 1938. Williams, Selma R. Demeter’s 
Books, 1971. Scott, Anne Firor. The Southern Daughters: The Women Who Founded 
Josephson, Hannah. The Golden Lady: From Pedestal to Politics, 1830- America. Atheneum, 1976. 

Thread: New England Mill Girls and 1930. University of Chicago Press, Witt, Shirley Hill. The Tuscaroras. 
Magnates. Russell, 1949. 1970. Crowell-Collier, 1972. 
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For some years now, the state A censor is, by definition, one who 

of Iowa has been devising a is authorized to examine literature 

materials-selection policy for and to prohibit what he or she 

school districts that seeks to considers objectionable. It can be 

insure non-biased books and a_ argued that a censor is someone either 
“due process” procedure for inside or outside of an institution who 
meeting challenged materials. influences the selection of materials. 
The following article by two Librarians are authorized to perform 

Iowa educators presents their this role by the community, but the 

policy rationale and discusses, in community does not thereby surren- 

particular, one Iowa school dis- der its rights to petition. The petition- 

trict’s approach. Accompanying ing of a public agency for redress of 

T this article is an outline of a grievances by members of a communi- 

4 E IOW A consciousness-raising workshop ty is a basic means for protecting both 

dealing with these issues (pg. 11). quality and equity. For the sake of 
PL AN— We would like to hear about “quality control,” errors of judgment 

plans devised by other communi- need to be handled in a consistent, 
A ties and will share these with our systematic way, whether they occur 

readers—Editors inside or outside of the institution. 

ee Du e Pr oO Cc e Ss s” Children sehbrariceenecdatae none A library’s errors can be procedural 

racist, non-sexist selection policy with ° they can result from an inadequate 
f several components: a theoretical "esPonse to conflicting freedoms or 
or framework which states a library's &t0UP, interests among patrons. A 

. purpose, an acknowledgment of com- procedural type of error could be that 
Ha ndling munity rights in relation to library something offensive in a book was 

practice and a plan for resolving overlooked when the book was re- 
B Oo ok Contig: viewed before purchase or an obsolete 

The basic assumptions from which perspective guided the selection. An 

Ch all educators work need to be well- example of conflicting freedoms 
enges defined. One assumption is that would be when one family believes in 

education is a value-laden activity—  ©XPosing its children to racist propa- 
that it would be mere random &4nda (irrespective of whether the 

By activity if this were not so. Whether child has the background to under- 
Robert Foley we choose to admit it or not, we all stand it in a historical context), while 

and have, individually and collectively, a eee Pe 
idea of the type of individual we pure nenGang ets its =Car ren’s Donnarae MacCann oe ns eee system to foster. future life prospects—the child in the 

If change is possible and the pro. {tst family may grow up to inflict 
cess of change is value-laden, then harm on the child in the second 
the question is how does change family. 

We recognize that the plan outlined in come about? Are the contents of 
this article does pose problems, partic- things that are seen and heard Awareness Training 
ularly in communities where the popu- effective tools for achieving change? 
lation is disinterested in the human Are books, films and various instruc- If conflicting freedoms and interests 
rights of Third World people. We are tional materials and practices effec- are to be adjudicated, it is important, 
aware that majority rule even by careful tive means of change? If so, then it first, to understand that the book 
due process offers no fool-proof guar- follows that the values and specific selection process is ongoing and is 
antee that either the rights of Third | Comniers of those values are subjects subject to a variety of imperfections 

World people and women will be for debate. Therefore, it is not something librar- 
protected or that anti-establishment or Librarians and language arts ians should feel defensive about 
unpopular views will be protected. We teachers demonstrate their support of Secondly, one must be trained to 
ask for reader feedback on this very Certain norms or expectations by the understand and evaluate an issue 
complex issue. types of literature they make avail- from a multicultural or pluralistic 

able and/or promote. A library collec- perspective. Library personnel could 
tion is a compilation of specific gain the necessary understanding 
choices; among other things, it re- through the type of in-service training 
flects the selectors’ judgments about program proposed by the CIBC, and 
we ae domichenee shall be gener- eas endorsed by ALA (see Vol. 7, 

d ! 5 o. 5), for developing racism/sexism 
Librarians and teachers generally awareness. Only in this way can one 

embody the values of society and arrive at constructing a hierarchy of 
reflect the orientation of a given freedoms based on logic as well as on 
population at a given time. Addition- humane motivation. For example, do 
ally, they are and should be concerned the wishes of a parent whi 3 
with liter: lit ee eee ary quality. every kind of message available on 
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open library shelves take precedence 
over the wishes of people who have a 

icular racial or sexual identit ' ; 7 Ce therefore, have an involux. EXcerpts from “Selection of Instructional Materials: 
tary group association? Are the con. A Model Policy and Rules,” issued by the lowa 
cerns of a member of the National s - 
Rifle Association (who is against Department of Public Instruction 
negative images of hunters) on a par 
with those of someone who suffers ON SELECTION 
oppression because of sex or skin Materials shall clarify the multiple historical and contemporary forces with 
color? Which advocate can substan- their economic, political, and religious dimensions which have operated to the 
tiate, in broad historical terms, the disadvantage or advantage of women, minority groups, and ethnic groups. 
consequences of a form of indoctrina- These materials shall present and analyze intergroup tension and conflict 
tion which violates a child’s sense of objectively, placing emphasis upon resolving social and economic problems. 
self-worth? Materials shall be designed to motivate students and staff to examine their 

. own attitudes and behaviors and to comprehend their own duties, responsibili- 
lowa Supports Pluralism ties, rights and privileges as participating citizens in a pluralistic, non-sexist 

si society... . 
ee ae ee ioe are Selection is an ongoing process which should include the removal of 

dren’s books have been sorted out, ™aterials no longer appropriate. . . . 

several courses of action are possible. 
The books can be placed in the school THE RECONSIDERATION COMMITTEE 
curriculum at that point when the The Reconsideration Committee shall be made up of eleven members [as 
young reader has an adequate back- _follows:] 
ground in history for understanding (1) One teacher designated annually by the Superintendent. 
their implications. Or the books can (2) One school media specialist designated annually by the Superintendent. 
be discarded as inappropriate for (3) One member of the central administrative staff designated annually by the 
children under any conditions. Or Superintendent. (This position will normally be filled by the supervisor or 
their use may be restricted, as when _ person responsible for the district’s media services.) 
an adult is given sole authority to (4) Five members from the community appointed annually by the Executive 
select them for the child. Or the books Committee of the Parent-Teacher-Student Association. 
may be “balanced” with other books (5) Three high school students, selected annually from and by the Student 
if the challenge is based on philoso- Advisory Committee. 
phical differences and not on sex or 
race. Comment: [Points 4 and 5] represent a departure from the traditional 
Such approaches need to be articu- approaches of handling challenged school materials and may well be the key to 

lated and agreed upon by the com- the success or failure of this model. A committee with a majority of lay 
munity through its elected bodies. The members should be viewed by the community as being objective and not 
Teg slative trend in Towa is toward automatically supportive of prior professional decisions on selection. Much of increasing understanding and respect ‘ 5 Tne, itt rae a d th for racial and cultural groups and the philosophy regarding the ‘ommittee structure was borrowe from e 

both sexes through the state’s educa- policy of the Cedar Rapids Community School District, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 
tional institutions. Between 1967 and Use of the Parent-Teacher-Student Association in this model is merely 
1972, the Iowa State Board of Public illustrative. Whether the non-educators are selected from the P.T.S.A. or other 
Instruction issued statements affirm- groups interested in the community’s schools is not important. The important 
ing the right of every pupil to unbi- thing is the establishment and maintenance of the Committee’s credibility with 
ased treatment whatever his/her race, the community through a majority of nonprofessionals. An appointed 
creed or national origin. The Board committee will generally be more objective than a voluntary committee. 
thus acknowledged that educational 
considerations are primary in elimi- MEETING SCHEDULES 

meet ee While many districts may not feel the need to hold regular, perhaps monthly 
Code provision eueciiie d hie na meetings, it is important to establish a sense of continuity and regularity about 
courses should give attention to “the ‘#e Committee. The notoriety and excitement caused by emergency meetings 
role in history played by all persons, Wen challenges arise in a community may be the unnecessary fuel to cause an 
and a positive effort ... made to ordinary healthy situation to become distorted beyond proportion. It is wiser to 
reflect the achievements of women, cancel unnecessary meetings than to call unexpected ones. Lack of frequent 
minorities . . .” etc. In 1976, the State challenges to school materials probably means that one or more of the 
Multicultural Curriculum Advisory following is present: (1) satisfaction with the selection process, (2) lack of 
Committee prepared a handbook “de- community interest, (3) belief in the futility of communication with school 
signed to give school boards, school district officials, or (4) undue influence on the selection and weeding pro- administrators, teachers and com- 2 
munity leaders a step-by-step ap- ee 
Proach to designing and implement- ac eee eames ing a quality multi-cultural, 
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Workshop for Librarians on Challenged Materials EIGHTH 
The one-day workshop on Sensitivi- The second simulation revolves 

ty to Challenged Material: An Orien- around a book which was challenged AN NU AL 
tation to fe eR is an intensive on the basis of sex stereotyping. This 
“awareness and practice” experience. simulation incorporates the ‘ow 
It is designed to prepare participants process information mented just CONTEST 
to react differently to censorship prior to the “meeting.” 
attempts, to respond positively (non- At this point, six additional censor- FOR 
ee) e eae and to ship cases are described in a report/ 

manage the volatile situation generat- discussion format. The cases include 
* ed by Sry : a ‘ newspapers, radio and TV program- THIRD WORLD 

The initial two hours of the work- ming, as well as books. These com- 
shop provide for (1) an opportunity plete case studiés provide additional WRITERS 
for the participants to think through perspective before the third and final 
(by responding to ALA and NCTE simulation: attempted censorship of a 
censorship statements) their attitudes mass-circulation periodical (a radical 
towards censorship, (2) input de- magazine in a high school library). 
signed to develop a different orienta- The workshop concludes with infor- 
tion toward censorship and toward mation about and practice in con- 
the people who challenge material structing appropriate policy state- PRIZES OF 
and (8) activities to develop expertise ments and the supportive admin- ; 
in handling the dissonance caused by istrative procedures. 
divergent positions. = 

Next; participants meet in ad hoc ie a EACH 
“reconsideration committees” and, 
through role-play, apply their new Librarians interested in arranging such 
orientation to a documented censor- workshops may get in touch with Mr. 

ship case. Following this experience Foley at the Staff, Learning Resources f : 
and an analysis of the process, the Development Office, Educational For African American, 
assets and liabilities of group Service Center, 346 Second Ave. S.W., _ American Indian, 
problem-solving within the reconsid- Cedar Rapids, lowa 52404, tel. (319) Asian American, Chicano 
eration committee are presented. 398-2000. and Puerto Rican 

writers who are 
unpublished in 

the children’s book field 

or not, every child needs to recognize grievances. History has shown 
stereotypes and understand what sort beyond doubt that if the second and 
of impediments they create in human third points are undermined, the first pee ; ae 
experience. becomes an empty rhetorical pos- | Minority writers are invited to 

It is the librarian who has the ture. 0 submit manuscripts for chil- 

responsibility for selecting and main- © ————_____ dren’s books. Any literary form 
taining non-racist, non-sexist litera- Poet ine Joe i made the Pont except plays is acceptable—pic- 
ture for children, and he/she must that “The ‘right’ to freely express racism o1 icti 
therefore be particularly sensitive to Sexism—that is, to abuse or eroeste ae eee en 
stereotypes. A library staff conscious People on the grounds of their color or : 9 
faci ‘ : sex—is superceded by minorities and } free of racist and sexist stereo- of racist and sexist content is the best pa 7 ‘ dot : aie : ‘ women’s rights of self-preservation an: types and is relevant to minority defense against an excessive number qual protection under the Fourteenth | ‘YP ee 

of challenges from the community. yee struggles for liberation. For con- 
Still, some input from the community test rules, please send a 
is to be expected and is desirable in a stamped, self-addressed enve- 
ae operations, and a clear-cut About the Authors lope to the Contest Committee, 
“due process” procedure such as i i 
described in this article will contrib. ROBERT FOLEY is Executive Direc- ee eee 
ute to harmonizing community/li- tor of Staff, Learning Resources ‘ ¥, 
brary relations. Development in the eae York, N.Y. 10023. 

In summary, a viable selection/cen- School System. DONNA jac- 
sorship eta needs toembrace at CANN, a former librarian, writes CONTEST ENDS DEC. 31, 1976 
least three basic rights: 1) free speech, about children’s books. Her article, Manuscripts received after this date will 

2) equal protection under the law*, “Children’s Books in a Pluralistic be entered in the ninth annual contest. 

and 3) due process with the right to Society,” appeared in the October, 
petition a public agency for redress of 1976, Wilson Library Bulletin. 
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Playing i Classroom: Role-Playing in the : 

An Antidote for Stereotypes 

By Jane Califf 

Sa aa “What do you know about Indian a rti—“i‘_i™OCOCOOOU—UMh—U—UC__—CC_ people?” I asked a class of first 
2 sh — ——hCUOMGeheseeses—_eeeFesés<—éisésS~”—tCSCSrraders 2 a cir 4. fe rrrrrs—~—<“—ssOOOCO_isésS ‘They kill people. 

 @2&©32&7 7=—0Frerets—“_O™ \ te them”  +=—rites—O————Ch i. | ;F i 
i @;«@7©]©—s—se=z;i [_.—mUmUCU rts “They chase people from their 

i @2@©=+=©—=©=~—~CO—O—OSBS§ | FF tomes.” 
a. ij J  (@% —____ 1 was shocked. Somehow I had a  2=—s—rr—_—.——.—U CU Xt if’ rf... | = thought that six-year-olds are too 

a WWWii@4 > —60Um™t.C#e: power of TV, books: and comics. 
.-4 -)h—6™té<“—~™O...COMMo st: assuredly, the children’s re- 

a  —t—“‘“‘“‘ —  rttst—~—~—wiwtwS..L..—._.. plan. I aad come to class prepared to 
P< a talk about the everyday life of the 

a rrrrt—t——MO I lO SL tt~titi~—~—~—CCCFthe part of New Jersey where I was fy i =$,> i... i uae 
a  —rrti‘a‘_OC Hh CCULvLLL CUCU hUhUmUmr™t~C—CCOCOCOCOCO;C UCOC;iC(CiCCFMtthen teaching. I wanted to instill in a 7 > —r—E6ErE DDC ‘itk§$wL CLCLCUhULUGCrrrSOiCQatssti‘ ets 

= CSO—ersti—aeOSsSC—h (_ es \\ ( we»  - my students a respect for the harmo- 
= srr JT, FY CC ‘)  __ nious way the Lene Lenape coexisted 

== i — ~~ £. J ~~~ with nature, their ingenious use of 
 =——r—“—i—C(F—..C Cd PCC . Plants and animals, the care with 

= —§ ™, —_s which they raised their children, their 

- A SS J | 4 __ 220 medicines from certain plants, ff. 2 bet — their beautiful craftwork. 
_ a S to ; = I thought that if my students could 

a UN ry & oe | appreciate these aspects of Lene 
_ @@@- S _ ; s i = am = =6Err—<*~tsti‘“iésSO. Lenape life, I would be helping them 
Ce lUSlt~i‘—O™OOC‘#o} «understand and respect Native 

a. —=SC~CS~srstsi‘(‘‘S<S<S<sSs<—s<—~—~—ShS—™———.__ Americans ts “savages” and U0 
“killers.” I would try again. 

I invited a Native American parent 
The above illustration of a scalp-hungry “Indian” from How the West Got Its _ to visit the class and help me put ona 
Name by John R. Koch is the type that fosters stereotypic thinking in young skit to demonstrate why Native Amer- 
children. The book was brought to our attention by Molly Copelan, who is  icans fought the white settlers. I 
seeking to have it reevaluated at her child’s public school in Sidney Center, introduced the parent as a member of 
New York. the Penobscot Indian Nation. An 
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excited murmur echoed through the 
room at the thought of seeing a “real 
live Indian.” 

Setting the stage for the skit, I told A Thanksgiving Message We Could Do Without 
the children that our guest would 
pretend to be a Lene Lenape and that 
he and I were about to put on a play Indians... We... 
about the Native Americans who were : ask, 3 A 
the first people to live in and around ae se ag grass and bark ue pees of brick and wood 

Plainfield, New Jersey, where the i: : i 
school was situated. I described how Slept in deerskin sleep in beds 
different the area looked then. I took dried out meat keep meat in refrigerator 
the role of the people from across the picked and killed their own food buy our food from a grocery 

ocean who, because they were poor, made fires with sticks use matches 
unemployed and landless, were com- used bow and arrows use guns and sometimes bow and arrows 
ing to find a better life for themselves. 
I told the class to pretend that the hall 
was the ocean and the classroom was 
where the settlers landed. FOOD 

I went out into the hall after 3 
explaining that when I reappeared, it Indians Ate We Eat 
meant I had just completed a long |ngian corn pork 
aie uae? and would need a place cranberries Beer 

When I entered the classroom I C2! Ce swecU cer 
asked, “Who's that?” pointing to the ee oatmeal 
Native American parent. “An Indi- ‘abbit turkey 
an!” “Well, I’m going to see if he will turkey chicken 
give me some land.” I explained my beans apples 
need in pantomime since we didn’t blackberries pineapples 
know each other’s language, and he strawberries milk 
graciously let me use one-fourth of the jul 
room. Meanwhile, he showed me what wale seas eae 
animals to hunt, how to hunt, what 
vegetables to eat and how to plant 
them. 

Children Get Involved CLOTHES 

Another boat came; the act was Indians icles We wear 
repeated. Several times this happened headbands and feathers hats 
until my collaborator was standing in geerskin shirts cloth shirts with collars 
a corner of the classroom with one i kin blankets and furs coats and sweaters 
square foot of space left. ee 

I said, “I think I hear something eeepine : pants ; 
0 “Not another boats several deerskin dresses and skirts Pe ds oo 

children exclaimed and ran to the Moccasins phoes Sih p q . 
door t ue : 
boat!” es Cee The above was copied from a chart hanging in an elementary school 
up in the drama. corridor in Amherst, Mass. It is an example of the type of information 
“Come on over,” I called, and 50 presented to children across the country at Thanksgiving time. Note 

more phantom settlers entered the the objectionable elements in this material: The distinction between 
room. I asked the class, “Should the “Indians” and “we”; the implication that “Indians” are an extinct 
Lene Lenape give up his space in the people (frequent use of the past tense when discussing “Indians” 
ee eee oa eee “No,” supports the “Vanished Indian” myth, denying both the present 
he ee aie ena ea ee existence of Native Americans and the continuity of their culture); the 
lstighed. Acginl jumped ie ag a oe over-simplification of Native cultures and the generalization of certain 
to give up that little ieee Raiend characteristics to apply to all “Indians”; the ethnocentric Western 
then he won’t have any land at all, focus on material objects and artifacts rather than on the important 

and that’s no laughing matter.” ’ values of Native cultures, such as their concept of harmony between 

“Let’s take sides then,” I suggested. ™aterial and non-material aspects of life and their respect for the 
“Some of you be Lene Lenape people, relationship between all aspects of Mother Earth. 
and some of you be settlers with me. 
We'll have to discuss this problem.” 
They chose sides. A “settler” on my 
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feature, all books that relate tominority Po Plains indian Mythology 
themes are evaluated by members of B = = = = = by Alice Marriott and 

CO le ~~ siillustrated with photos. 

My Mother the Mail Carrier/ — | ee ite ee 
i rT | is book presents myths of the 

a eee oA E moi) = _—s«Pawnees, Osages, Arapahos, Crows, 
eae oR ER TEP J Kiowas, Cheyennes, Shoshonis, Co- 

illustrated by Lady McCrady. | cad Bi 4} manches, Apaches and Sioux. The 
The Feminist Press, 1976, ood ia ‘3 ~—S Ss myths are written exactly as told by 

$3.50, 32 pages, grades pre k-2 7 | enemies Se ammee | Native American people of those na- 

This book should be a hit, especialy | ——— tions. i a 
with single mothers and with other — (> OR @REG@uagiy @ That aspect of the book is all right, 

people who are seeking antisexist | [pt@&SOCQREG@smem 9 Dt the authors’ introductions are 

a four-year-old girl, Lupita, we learn fF  ——s—si“‘(tésl"C#*C#CO;C. | (logical point of view—that is to say, 
about life with mother, Mariana, f = = = =~=~=~=~—~——__they are condescending and paternal- 
whose job is delivering mail. Their eee rererenenes wean istic. Most anthropologists tend to 

relationship is warm and close with- objectify the “other peoples” they are 

out excessive dependency. They have studying, thus creating a distance 
marvelous times together, and neither between the subjects of a study and 

seems to regret not having “a man in its readers. At worst, racism can be 

the house.” Shortcomings: The book is cultural- the result; at the very least, the 

Mariana has no use for men who ly ambiguous. It makes a strong affir- “studied” people become isolated from 

say, “What? A lady mailman?” or mation of Mariana and Lupita as_ the real world wherein common prob- 
“You're taking a man’s job females but a weak affirmation of lems among many people exist that 

away....” She isn’t afraid of the their cultural identity (Latin, but could be solved by sharing insights 
dogs that try to bite her on her route. which Latin culture?). There are and pooling resources. 

An especially nice touch is that she tamales, a little Spanish song and the “Plains Indian religion was, gener- 
is very tall, and her height is regarded bi-lingual text, but that’s about it. ally speaking, pantheistic”; “their 

as “wonderful”—a welcome relief Secondly, Mariana encounters male [Osage] almost self-indulgent mourn- 

from all those divinely petite heroines chauvinism but never racism. Once ing of the dead”; “culturally the 
of children’s and adult literature. The again, it would be good to find anti- Kiowa present an enigma to ethno- 

book is totally bi-lingual, with good sexist literature which is also anti- graphers”; “there is a pronounced 

Spanish. racist. Thirdly, there is a certain dichotomy in Kiowa life”—these are 

escapism about the book. Mother and examples of the anthropological jar- 
daughter are shown dealing with gon the authors use. It is nothing 

> ~~. ~~ implied financial problems by pur- short of amazing to see how we 

| ™MyMouner  j chasing colorful clothes at a thrift Native Americans look through an- 

| theVailCarice shop—what fun! Lupita goes to thropologists’ eyes—and what a far 

 =~=~==~—__  aursery school without any mention cry from the way we see ourselves! 
- fll being made of the lack of nursery ' Ironically, these authors are not 

ws “4 = _ school facilities for poor people. Some even bad as anthropologists go. In a 

| ee type of conflict, other than Mariana’s short epilogue at the end of the book 

= c= experiences with male chauvinism, they cite a few facts about the 

oe Sa would have lifted this book above the political, social and economic situa- 
-. 2 LG) level of a merely attractive piece of tion of the plains peoples. They 
wee “KEI RS ~—C feminist literature. highlight some history of Native 

Ce Vi All of this is not to deny that the American resistance, mentioning Al- 

AS ee Cc book is far above most. It willbe good catraz, the Trail of Broken Treaties 

4 >) ae oe for minority children, simply because and Wounded Knee (though, oddly 

— * le aye it is so positive about the lives of enough, they mix up the sequence of 

ee oe Mariana and Lupita. The illustrations the last two—and the publishers let 

. =. ._s are full of life and humor, with adeep that stand!) They discuss pan- 

YY fimamalacartera sense of relationship between the Indianism and the determined strug- 

_., ByimezMeuty = = = —_—_‘ty. Really, the book is such a charmer achieve a goal that is here labeled 
So  SC—T that I was sorry when it ended— “identity.” But no mention is made of 

NE oy §=8=S—tésSsés hich is high tribute from any reader. the struggle for self-determination 
(0 [Elizabeth Martinez] and sovereignty, which leaves us in 
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ee. 

the anthropologists’ bag again, wres- son sleep for a few moments, takes unable to call for help. However, 
tling with an identity crisis. Still, the him in his arms and carries him to Polly s second psychiatrist, Dr. Max. 
authors have made some effort to bed. ie, has discerned that suppressed 
place their study in the realm of Tyree’s mother is depicted as under- resentment towards father for uproot- 

reality, and the epilogue partially standing, patient and sensitive to ing the family and towards mother for 
salvages what would otherwise have Tryree’s needs and individuality. Espe- over-organizing her life has created 

been a thoroughly bad book. [Jimmie cially impressive is the way she elicits the verbal difficulties. An intelligent 

Durham] obedience without resorting to paren- and sympathetic woman, Dr. Maxie 
tal tyranny. The text implies that she believes that Polly’ s special trouble is 

is a student, and she is shown doing with “explosives, the B’s and P’s 

homework rather than housework. that are her initials and that symbol- 
The father’s going to care for ize her identity. 

_—— °c «= Tyree’s sick grandmother is another _Polly’s problems are exacerbated 
| _— ~=~=~=~=S™~—Ssérexample of concern and sharing of when she is placed in the class of the 

—_ | _ responsibilities in this Black family. sadistic and tyrannical Miss Patter- 
ef _ > pon. First Pink Light exudes love. The son, who embarrasses her by making 
| So EIRST warm red and gray penciled illustra- her recite. A close friendship forms 
oo aA PINK | tions are heartfelt, and complement when class cut-up Sis Hawkins dis- 

+.) wa Mic ~\"* the text. An excellent book for chil- tracts the teacher's attention by 
i 4 re || UG ') _— dren of any age—this adult enjoyed it! causing a small riot and then takes 
_ |. ~~ ~~ The $6.50 would be well spent.[Lynn Polly home after school to meet her 
ae piece Greenfield Edwards] mother. Mother Hawkins with her 

8 — | \ —_ frazzled hair, messy house and 
|  - _ granola-stocked shelves is the extreme 
7 | a . opposite of Mother Banks. She leads 
fs. ‘> S| é. yoga classes and discussions about 
| SS _ 2 i i the rights of prisoners, women and 

Ae. a The Trouble with Explosives racial minorities in her living room in 
tes .fhmUMtw Cy Sally Kelley. a campaign to “missionize” suburbia. 
7 4 | aBang, Bradbury Press, 1976, In a morass of cross-influences, 
oo SS (= @. ‘$6.95, 117 pages, grades 5-8 Polly learns (from the Hawkins fami- 

- Polly Banks’s problem in The Trouble ly and Dr. Maxie) to stand up to Miss 
with Explosives is that she stutters. Patterson, successfully organizing a 

First Pink Light The problem with this book is that it class strike when Sis is ordered to 
i 5 is not a much needed story about the write the Pledge of Allegiance 500 
by. Eloise Greenfield, ways in which most stutterers strug- times as punishment for her contin- 
illustrated by Moneta Barnett. gle with their handicap, but instead ued defense of Polly. The Pledge crisis 
T.Y. Crowell, 1976, contains a hodgepodge of ideas seem- brings the two mothers together in 
$6.50, unpaged, grades p.s.-4 ingly drawn from middle-class life in friendship, with Mrs. Hawkins clean- 
This book is about a small Black boy, the 60’s. Its central ingredients are ing up her house a bit more and Mrs. 
Tyree, who decides to stay awake all the cult of the “shrink,” radical chic Banks a bit less, Mrs. Hawkins 
night in order to greet his father when and the problem-free life. utilizing some of Mrs. Banks’s organi- 
he arrives the following morning. His Twelve-year-old Polly has just zational skills in her women’s groups, 
daddy has been away for a whole moved to Happy Valley outside Atlan- _ and Mrs. Banks discussing the paral- 

month caring for Tyree’s sick grand- ta, Georgia and is enrolled in Manda- els between prisoners’ and students’ 
mother. lay School for Happy Boys and Girls. struggles against tyranny. 

Tyree’s resolve to stay awakeisjust But she’s not happy because she By the end of the book, Polly has 
as firm as his mother’s resolve that he _ sounds “like a car starting up with a_ gained strength, having learned that 
should not. Patiently and lovingly, | bad engine” when she speaks. Polly’s a tyrant is someone who “scares you 
Mama cajoles Tyree into a compro- | father is a young plastics executive about being yourself.” She also learns 
mise. He will dress for bed but sit in _ who “traveled and rose, traveled and that tyrants not only “rule by fear,” 
the big chair with his blanket around rose,” moving to a new city with each _ but often rule out of fear. When the 
him and watch the window until he rise. Polly's beautiful and super- class strike brings on Miss Patter- 
sees the first pink light, which Mama organized mother spends most of her son’s resignation and a_ near- 
explains is a light the sun gives off time unpacking boxes each time the breakdown, Polly and her friends 
just before rising. The light will let family moves and storing them in the: decide to give her the names of 
Tyree know that it is nearly time for basement, keeping her houseimmacu- several psychiatrists. Polly then dis- 
his daddy to come home. late and worrying about Polly’s stut- covers that she is not the only 

Tyree agrees but falls asleep. When _ tering. “freak,” not the only one in her group 
his father arrives, Tyree is aware of Polly first began to stutter on a who has been “shrunk.” 
his presence although he is not fully camping trip when she suddenly In this middle-class idyll, every- 
awake. The father, after watching his encountered a huge elk and was one’s problems, including those of a 
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tyrant, can be cured by going to a fatherless. When she wakes up,aplan #9 9 
“shrink,” and everyone's greatest has been hatched and she goes [24 | [ J) RN LO , 
secret is that she (invariably “she” in fearlessly off to school. es 
this book) is going. Although the book The bold illustrations, in bright blue Q¢ jf |’ | 0 4 ‘OWN, 
offers a wide variety of female figures, ink on light blue paper, are simple  . 3 oe 
all of them (except for the strong and charming. [Lyla Hoffman] ee ro ee 
figure of Dr. Maxie) need to be | CN ee 
modified in some way—either through Y e© . [ a 
psychotherapy, or, as often seems to 1 _ oe 
be the case in recent books for Ss C7 . 
children, through contact with a : ee 
female of opposite personality-type. Return to South Town a io | y 6 64 “ 
No eccentricity is allowed here—Polly 4 La a 4 so 

detests being a “freak” and avoids fat | by Lorenz Graham. > eg 
May Biggs who is one too. T.Y. Crowell, 1976, : ot 

The trouble with The Trouble with $6.50, 245 pages, grades 7-up ia a ee, 
Explosives is almost, if not quite, Lorenz Graham has given us another sg, egg _ Fa 
everything. [Lynne Rosenthal] _ novel about David Williams, a Black ||..." 

man who has now completed his = | _ | 
training at Bellevue Hospital andis = = iw _ 
returning to practice medicine among | __ ! . _ | [Ce 
the poor people in his home town. et oy | 

— "= _In order to establish his practice, | _ 

@@2@2=—™rm_h6h6 rm ~=COC#CO«éess«’: First, there is white Harold Boyd, Wo 
ee men 6 S—t*«~*é«. longtime enemy off David. Harrold is 

| Hospital and has forewarned David 
a i ™ j ___ that he is neither needed nor wanted thinkers, doers and necessary to the 

— —rrC™—C |, «= Ss South Town. In addition, David action and plot line. 
A | ~~ covets a piece of property owned by The story’s main drawback is a 

> Haywood that is perfect for his home series of contrivances that serve to 
| | ____and office. But Haywood refuses to release David from certain predica- 

i #| : _ sell the acre previously agreed upon, ments and give him the opportunity 

2 —CS<a Se SCCCsinsisting that David buy all 40 acres _ to demonstrate his skill. For example, 
a ——rti—“—iOC—O i _ or none. To make matters worse, the an airplane crash which occurs at the 

| 1 , medical board is in no hurry to issue end of the book seems staged. For a 
-— wz” David a license. person of David’s intelligence and 

sO —CO—C~—“‘éRRers are drawn into David’s fortitude, his final victory should not 
___ TEXT BY Branic: Clomnoy ~~, ~~ struggles, feel the weight of his have come about by accident. But 

 ~—=—____ difficulties and hope for his triumph. despite its minor faults this is an 
eee" A car accident scene in which David exciting and rewarding book. [Emily 

saves two lives is particularly impact- R. Moore] 
ful. We cringe at the ambulance 

y driver’s lack of respect for David. “Tl 
iene = ies take charge, boy,” he says. “You don’t 
by Bernice Geoffroy, tell me how to handle a patient.” i 
illustrated by Frances McGlynn. David symbolizes every Black man, Zia 
Before We Are Six (15 King St. N., woman and child who is struggling to 4. geott O'Dell. 
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada), survive in an environment that is | Hoashion Mifflin, 1976 
1976, $2.50, (plus 50 cents for both hostile and compassionate. He §7 95 199 pages etndeaee a 
foreign currency), grades k-3 cannot rely totally on the generosity , ~~” 
If you have or know a young father- and support of his friends but must Zia Is a fourteen-year-old Native 
less child, it would be a good idea to fight to get cooperation, if not assis- American girl whose mother and 

buy Irene’s Idea. tance, from his enemies. father are dead. Her almost-twelve- 

Trene is apprehensive about going This book is about people meeting year-old brother Mando is all the 

to school on the day that the making one another on human ground. When family she has, except for her aunt, 

of Father’s Day cards is scheduled. communication is achieved, racism, Karana, who lives alone on the Island 

She has no father. After thinking up sexism, elitism, individualism and all of the Blue Dolphins. (Karana’s story 

and discarding several ideas, she other counter-productive forces give is told in O’Dell’s Newbery Award 
dozes off and dreams of an encounter way. Graham’s portrayal of women is winning 1961 book, Island of the Blue 

with her friend, Pam, who is also particularly satisfying—they are Dolphins.) Karana was accidentally 
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left behind when a ship came to "EEE MILDRED D. TAYLOR © Big Ma. a hrough pwlonaey and 

rescue their people from raiding | Oy yr cor don Hoge  Sanan*tean pay for the emboree 
Aleuts. Zia’s people then went to live — Rollof Thane ler, Hear se ean ee e embarrass. 

with the Cupenos, who had been hy, ee ec a : —  rtsts.—“‘OiOSHIVTY However, the battle to achiey relocated on desolate land after their = cum 4! Ly Cry ; lent] Th : own land had been stolen by en-  » gg@ggallm@@My, ~ =~ —-—srespect is a relentless one. The Logan 
croaching whites. The Cupenos and 3 ‘ yo cm, ene. y ts siti ae a Zia’s people were still later moved by (4 — Coe ee es none soe 
priests to Mission Santa Barbara, ay ‘ | ae oS cee where they went reluctantly, saying  { Yee, fire pee wv a ee accuses 
that if they could not live well at the | ee ee athered bea 
mission they would return to their (@ oe Fe oe lane ee me fie ee 
land of exile. 3 _ - ve ELSE TIe i 5 ack ‘ying; 

Zia’s story has two parts: her efforts | J 1 a ope Mary) Logan Joses Ter teaching Dost 
to reunite with Karana, and her |) | rf S gk ion) Devalise shes eee the truth 
reactions to the rebellion of the — = A cri | eg about slavery. T.J. befriends t Ne 
“Mission” Indians. The author does (5 , — re 4 vy white boys. Together they break into 
not interweave the two parts well, and (age ee er and = m a a peed dor 
as a result it seems asifhisimagina- —= 7 a7 Oe by a lyme ie Doe toa ee sare uel 
tion failed him after the first part and Le tl fe at het a a the book, th: i he tacked on the second to fill out the a. ri pe Ubronghout the ie 2 M © ee a 
story to book length. 2 |... moved Log tears Dy a is. Taylor’s 
Among this book’s graver faultsis = Co ae vibrant, exquisite a simple style, 

the encouragement of individualism. > 7 Lm dhe dialogue 1 Fight y Seeeouee he story says very clearly: Zia can (2 Southern colloquialisms. : 

find her own answers in isolation and e oo ae ae a 
by leaving her people. This i i . A ip aaa a upon, Ts a od fol of Then had happened inthe night and woul 
an act in itself. Moreover, the author Hear My Cry neue ass. I cued ton vor Jeaug 
never really puts flesh on the charac- by Mildred D. Taylor, ihe len avon oe co una cack any 
ter of Zia—a flaw which is even more _ illustrated by Jerry Pinkney. start all over again. 
pronounced in all the other charac- Dial, 1976, BOUIN geen eae Moa Gr 
ters, who are nothing but silhouettes. $7.95, 276 pages, grades 6-up deserves to become 2 classic in chil 

The racism and paternalism of the ‘hig second novel by the winner of dren’s literature. [Emily R. Moore] 
author lead him to present the Native the 1973 CIBC writers contest (for 
nations as somehow tossed on the Song of the Trees, Dial) describes a 

ake of oa ig ee Saye year during which Cassie Logan 
ey were colonized by the Spanish, learns to handle the indignities 

who used priests as enforcing agents. jnflicted upon herself, her Sanity and The Trouble They Seen 
The author lets readers—and eighbors. She also learns the impor- Cdited by Dorothy Sterling. 
himself—escape from larger reality by tance of her family’s struggle to keep Doubleday, 1976, 
dealing simply with a situation-as- their land and their economic inde- %7-95, 491 pages, grades 5-up 
situation and not putting it in per- pendence. One of the most serious flaws in 
spective. Cassie is nine years old and every history textbooks is that they do not 

The story does not encourage mate- bit a hero—brave, defiant and intelli- report events through the perspective 
rialistic, ageist or sexist values; but it gent. While shopping in town with of the “ordinary” people who were 
is by a kind of absence-of-badness, Big Ma, she tells off a white store- deeply involved in and affected by 
rather than in positive ways. keeper who has made them wait until those events. Using The Trouble They 

This book, with its banal story, all the white people who come in are Seen as a resource for students 
would be inconsequential, except for served. The storekeeper warns Cassie studying the Reconstruction period is 
the individualism it insidiously not to come in his store anymore. one way to counter such textbook 
preaches. “Seek solutions within your- Out on the street, Cassie accidental- limitations. The book is also excellent 
self, for you are the only one who can ly bumps into Lillian Jean, a white for countering the lies and distortions 
help you,” the book says, in direct girl. Although Cassie excuses herself, contained in novels and films like 
contradiction to the teachings of most Lillian Jean decides to force Cassie to Gone With the Wind, which are still 
Native American nations. The logical walk in the road. Lillian Jean’s father being assigned in classrooms across 
conclusion of such advice is termina- twists Cassie’s arm and tries to make __ the nation. 
tion of Native nations and alienation her apologize a second time. Then Big Southern Black people tell their own 
of Native people from their whole way Ma comes out of a store and makes story in this chronicle of Reconstruc- 
of life. Children should, in fact, be Cassie apologize. Cassie is not only tion that is a sequel to the author's 
taught the opposite. [Jimmie Durham] humiliated but is thoroughly angry at Speak Out in Thunder Tones, a 
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— =——SO—._____—"_«*@Powerr,, USA, even the best accountsof , 4» 9 4 CC —<=- 

hea SC ssources and were written by persons __ =  =—htsmrUl 
ae we a ,% 1 ~~ who believed in Black inferiority. 1 Gag ==; = 

| > (eB » 71 That The Trouble They Seen repre- | Grandma Is _ 6 
- Fi ae -*..) ~~ sents the first exposure of this || F-somebddy! | p aa 

Fe i WW © «=—Ss material is a sad comment upon the = > Lot iN a 
hi ae "ee, = xacism oof US. historians and YF as laa oe 

aw al Coy iy) ~— educators. [Zalamaqhawe] | | 2 eae oe 

THE TROUBLE; Om ee =| Grandma Is Somebody Le ee 2 

Keehn apron bat eats pommel] —r—t—t~—~—~—~—~—~—~—O—O— 

ees =—StstsésAXiberrt Whitman, 1976, $4.00, ...:——™—\..... 

“little at a Time children, and since the dialog and 
ete Ctéyy ‘David A. Adler, finely detailed pen and ink drawings 8 illustrated by N. M. Bodecker. GENew VorllCiuapeak  andieneten 

oe Hones, wee Fee scenes will be adored by adults as well 

collection of writings by northern _, eee Ee ae z as children, this would be a nice 
Blacks during the years 1787 to 1865. It’s a rare day when we find two addition to any day-care or home 
The speeches, letters and oral testi- books about grandparents which can library. : 
mony presented were drawn by Ms. be unequivocally recommended. The characters in each book are 
Sterling from newspaper clippings Grandma Is Somebody Special is white, middle-class and nameless. The 
and two dozen volumes of government special because it undercuts a number latter factor could have been 
documents. Together with excellent ©f grandmother stereotypes. This unfortunate but is not. The loving 
period illustrations they present a grandma works and goes to school relationships between the children 
vivid and moving picture of the and lives in the city (not the country). and their grandparents sparkle 
Reconstruction era as a time of both In addition, she tells her visiting throughout. [Lyla Hoffman] 

hope and cruel persecution. granddaughter (once again) that 
From beginning (“Sweet Freedom’s favorite story about the time she had 

Song”) to end (“We Lost All Hopes”) 2 fight with Grandpa and dumped a 

the pages are filled with emotion, dig- bowl of noodles on) his head.” The irr 
nity and historical excitement which Watercolor illustrations of the : a 

adults and students of all colors bespectacled grandchild are as A LITILE _ 
should find extraordinarily illuminat- endearing as the warn story—so : 2 _ 
ing. An unfortunate reference in the affected was this reviewer’s seven- - 1 Co 
Foreword to a well-known Frederick year-old grandson (who proudly read : Lk Mu _ 
Douglass speech misinterprets the the book aloud to show offhisreading == — & a | 
meaning of his words; however, the skill) that he treated me as sort of | SAY) ) 

author prefaces her book with another “special” for the remainder of his QA oe 
Douglass quotation which aptly sums Visit. _ : i : SOK ip Ly 
up the essential problem of the Recon- A Little at a Time describes a . Sa? Z 
struction era. grandson’s day in the city with his _ SW) 

Teachers who wish to present, in grandpa. The ,,pre-schooler’s never Je a alt. 4. . ie AY ig i. 
conjunction with the Sterling book, a ending “Why’s” receive simple but i ih ay) 9 Ue atl 
more basic historical overview might wise answers that end with “a little at {yas tay ys eee 
assign portions of W.E.B. Du Bois’ a time.” After many of these he asks, ———=MEUB | 4 y. itay 

the first serious study to dispel white Grandpa? How did you learn so LR is ee 
supremacist myths, the Du Bois work much?” The answer is, “Tm just like aoe ’ | 

is regarded as a classic—in fact, as you! I ask many questions, and little od be ea i 
the definitive work on the subject. But _ by little I learn a lot. As long as I keep oe ee eI [ 
as Ms. Sterling points out, with the asking, I’ll keep learning a little at a Oe econ ers : 

exception of Lerone Bennett’s Black time.” Since repetition is adored by ~ CO Mustratediy N Belek 
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Toward Pluralism in Texts:  f} 5] Oe Sidtews erature" SoSem in 
L.A. Creates Guidelines 2] i Look for a rerun of this important 

We congratulate the Los Angeles ff | | |. § discussion. 
City Board of Education for recently — _. 
passing a resolution (in compliance §_ | 
with the California Education Code) [| | ig CIBC on the Road 
supporting anti-sexist textbooks and ff e@| = | CIBC's community outreach con. 
other instructional materials. The — | = | tinues. Director Brad Chambers was 
Board resolved: > | _§] invited to speak at the New York 
That where appropriate, publishers be [fF ® | | = {| Library Association’s annual confer. 
advised to submit textbooks and other _ | _@ ence held at Lake Placid, October 16, 
instructional materials to the District that i i 4] The occasion marked the first time 
meet the following criteria: . |= # the association provided a platform to 
Piece a outa l yay Le aoe | | oe i 4 positions that do not agree with those 
ee a eee ee |_| traditionally held by the Intellectual 

2. Present the careers, roles (including [| =o = | @ | Freedom Committee. (Many in the 

women and girls without stereotyping on ff  — @ = @ @ = @ ward that they had not realized the 

ance oe pene é. pe een ee Ga was the keynote speaker at a four-day 

haven Gch cnover aes conference (November 8-12) in Dallas, 

5. Reflect a greater research effortinthe bate show. Sharing the guest spot Texas. Culminating 2 12-month text- 
utilization of historical and other resource with Ms. Jordan, who appeared on book evaluation effort to integrate 
materials to assure fair consideration of behalf of CIBC, was Harriet Pilpel of school instructional materials in that 

Ro etens eis: the American Civil Liberties Union. ‘ty, the Publishers Conference pe 6. Use words with clear reference to 3 s the Biased Treatment of Minority 
by auae a The discussion focused on freedom of , H 
oth sexes wherever this is intended by the Hardt tHe eehteeabaninon ties Groups in School Textbooks” was 

a fcc Osecaseie oe Gay ce eaeeees ee sponsored by the Dallas Independent 
fs lect standards o: mn. ani . eer + 

morality that ee free of oe haa Ms. Jordan stressed that racism soe) a ee ae ae 
8. Describe the changing roles of women and sexism are not debatable “ideas” ove : p f oth aD) cn c 

and girls in society today showing that warranting First Amendment protec- Ste eA Lap UD SOL OUNeY. 
they occupy leadership positions in social, tion because race and sex are involun- Presentations around the oe 
legal, political and economic areas. tary, unalterable conditions of being. Racism and Sexism an Children’s 
The above criteria will be used by the She stated that any “right” to freely Books and Educational Materials” at 

Board for evaluating all textbooks express racism or sexism is super- the Fifth North American Conference 
and other instructional materials ceded by minorities’ and women’s Adoptable Children, October 28-31, 
presented for possible adoption. rights of self-preservation and of Minneapolis, Minn. (CIBC spokesper- 

In another welcome action, the Los equal protection under the Fourteenth 8°": Dr. Robert Moore); Racism and 
Angeles City Unified School District Amendment. Sexism in Social Studies Materials” 
issued a memorandum on September Ms. Jordan cited as “an outstand- at the National Council for the Social 

14 calling on textbook publishers to ing example of the kind of libertarian Studies annual meeting, November 4, 
explain the racist reference to “the action that I endorse, the Council on Washington, D.C.; “Today’s Contro- 
merciless Indian savages” in the Interracial Books for Children’s reso- V°TSY: Whose Values Should Be Re- 
Declaration of Independence when Jjution recently adopted by the flected in Children’s Books?” panel 
they reprint the document in text- American Library Association” (see presentation to the children’s librar- 
books. The “Memorandum No. 1, vol, 7, No. 5). “Where there is less 1258 of the New York Public Library 
Subject: Reference to Indians— freedom or no freedom for! certain (CIBC spokespersons, poet June Jor- 
Declaration of Independence” may be Americans,” stated Ms. Jordan, 42" and Brad Chambers), November 
obtained from the Textbook Services there must be constructive action 16:. “Children’s Books: Conflicting 
Section, Los Angeles City Unified taken by our institutions and by the Beliefs,” panel presentation and work- 
School District, Room 205, 1061 Tem- state to combat racist and sexist SOP at the National Council of 
ple St., Los Angeles, Cal. 90012. bias? Teachers of English (NCTE) pre- 

Ms. Jordan also called for applica- conference, November 23, Chicago, Ill. 

Jordan Tangles with tion of the Fairness Doctrine (which aa spokesperson, Jean Carey 
Buckley on TV grants “equal time” to expression of 80nd). 

y diverse viewpoints in the electromie¢ © ——- J _______ 
Leading Black poet and award- media) to the medium of print. Ms. A line crediting Library Journal fora 

winning children’s book author June Jordan said that a 1963 Supreme Photographs taken at the American 
Jordan crossed verbal swords with Court decision directing the state to Library Association convention (see 
that pillar of right-wing conservatism, protect children from harmful mate- V0l. 7, No. 5, pages 6 and 7) was 
William F. Buckley, Jr., on “Firing rials in the electronic media can and inadvertently omitted. Apologies and 
Line”—Mr. Buckley’s weekly TV de- should validate the protection of {hank you, LJ! 
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: _~=_—_L} , Cr @ Nathaniel Pinckney has studied at ve — —=—=—h—hrhmrm\c—Or—COU a TF _. Newark School of Fine Arts and a 
Lo - | yo a i, Art Students League. He has taught art _-lrUmUrC LL. , Bs _ 4 in various schools and his work has a | #£WBA I appeared in many exhibits as well as in a — i i +&@~7~=~= 27 © rR > | leet as Black Creation, 
i... — rt—SC -  SsSCO LANNE SEA es such publications : 

2 —_— , AY y fF 4 Black News and the Daily News. Mr. 
eye hee FF WY _ Pinckney can be reached at 289 Utica 

gg ‘ee Te .lhCUC~daSC(‘(#Y!SN CN FED Ave, Brooklyn, NY. 11219; tel: (212) 
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|_| |. Robert G. Carter, a free dalso MN a 
— received a M.F.A. from Pratt and als Ea ae \ 2 A / eS studied at the School of Visual Arts. His 77/5 a ool mm owork has appeared in numerous | > Seoul Soe 
| .. Fe exhibits. and collections. His 999 4” fs { i ! 7 a. pj illustrations have been published in 1k SS) 2 pe . magazines (including Freedomways i _ peo - Institutional Investor) and in i / 
_ ae r= and Ins i - ingthoseof |§ = = = / 

| : re ; blications, including — rr r—C—e— 
. > | diverse pu cm = i 

y ts Hill, Simon & Schuster #7 ii-.==—s— _ 2, McGraw-Hill, ted (rrtrtria‘RCtdszCiCiCR} 
. Daw. >. |. C. Heath. Mr. Carter can be reaches a Ormrté“——™~™i—O—O—OC~—~—C—O : 
7 | \ae ey, OS. 5 Dix Hills, New @ ss Ss 

py at 15 Buttonwood Dr., ice 
le - PVR) York 11746; tel: (616) 543-0456, ee 
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“black” but not the word “white? Bi = = = = = ~~~ ~Association Conference in Lake Plac. when used as either an adjective or as ] eee | id, New York, was presented by the 

a generic term. The first timeI ran fF | | NYLA Intellectual Ereedom Commit. 
across this discrepancy, I assumed it —§ —— | _ | sitee. Billed a8 a chance to hear from was a typographical error. Later, — | Se ij __| people who do not share the librar. 
however, when I found it again, I ff mage © fins’ views on freedom of access to 
spent just a few minutes in a brief — Re | materials for ee young,” the program random sample and turned up five | | eg |_| was entitled, What Should Youth Be 
more instances. This must be more | #@m WH 5 | Allowed to Know?” Two of the speak. 
than mere coincidence, and I am § | ee = | | ers, Genevieve Klein, New York State 
puzzled as to the reason behind it. a _ | @ Regent, and Janet Mellon, State 

Ruth Machula | ~=—d | | Chairperson, PONY-U, are proponents 
Ann Arbor, Mich. | ~=—=—r—rmr———:S§E™EN’ «Of ‘tte extreme rright position that all 

Ms. Machula has raised an interesting [| Jj Se@SM@S = should be banned from the school and important question. To quote from | = VM M SBBEM =8©8©6 library shelves. The third speaker was 

Stereotypes, Distortions and Omissions Pe Shoe view is certainly not the same, TOS ebistory Texis cour fenfinclogy CS —~—”—”-:~—”—~—=‘R#ERESC=CP As important as it is to get across 
is inconsistent, political and evolving. your message, it’s unfortunate that 
We state this not as an apology, but in We welcome letters for publication to Mr. Chambers was on the same panel 
the belief that the same holds true for the Bulletin, and unless advised to the a8 these two people. It is my belief 
everyone’s terminology.” contrary, we assume that all letters to that a significant battle will have 

Our policy has indeed been to the CIBC or Bulletin may be been won when people can see the 
capitalize Black as a proper noun to published.—Editors difference between censorship and a 
substitute for the now discredited word : ‘ concern for an awareness of what is 
“Negro.” Black is also used, racist, sexist or ageist. The other two 
interchangeably, with African American ON: oN; panelists dealt from simplistic, emo- 
or Afro American. oe ee tional reactions and would remove 

It wasn’t long ago that the word ‘@ 2erd): Nigert material that differed from what they he 5 A One thing that badly needs atten- q ae Negro” was lower cased. And it was ,: - . consider to be acceptable political x : tion is to get rid of the many, many : considered no small victory when The A . . philosophy. Mr. Chambers was ad- q expressions applied to many animals 5 New York Times and other papers dressing unchangeable physical con- Hig and plants and such that use G7 3 i started to capitalize the word asamark «_- » . »,. ditions and how children perceive nigger.”” Have a look in Webster’s: 2 of respect. We feel the same respect . - . themselves. Hopefully, the audience ii », nigger baby, nigger bug, nigger chas- , : should be accorded the word “Black’ er, nigger daisy, niggerfish, nigger- could differentiate, but by the very 
that is now generally recognized to 3 . fas 2 nature of the format and certainly by fer he AH im é Edit goose, niggerhead, niggerhead cactus, bili IFC h : 
reter to “African Americans,— Editors nigger heaven, etc., etc. I don’t recall the billing, y ae ONCE ae Ain 

seeing anywhere a drive against these Confused the issue. 
words. I suggest that you list them all Karen Breen ak 
and suggest a new name for each, Children’s Division eee 

Dear CIBC: : based on the genus name of the living Queens Borough Public Library 
I was glad to see “Racism in the thing involved, or something pictur- Jamaica, N.Y. 
English Language,” in the new Bul- esque, such as “heaven balcony” for 
letin [Vol. 7, No. 5]. The “Short Play” “nigger heaven” and so on. 
was a good device to make people Keep up the excellent work. Now 
more sensitive to what might be and then in the Bulletins through Dear CIBC: 
called subliminal effects of writing or the years you’ve gone a bit overboard, I’d like you to know that I am finding 
conversation. probably, but better that than not the reviews of current books in the 

One or two words in it puzzled me. going far enough to root out preju- Bulletin invaluable in my work as 
Aside from the fact that probably diced attitudes. Why not also go into chairperson of the Jane Addams 
many people, like myself, think only the basic psychology of racism and Children’s Book Award Committee. 
of the tool in “calling a spade a_ the sadism that’s behind it, taking off The Council’s new book—Human 
spade,” there’s the matter of __nig- from Sigmund Freud, Wilhelm Reich and Anti-Human Values in Children’s 
gardly.” See Webster's Unabridged, and others who have made important Books—will move the analysis of 
8rd edition; this word comes from contributions to understanding sa- human values in children’s books 
middle English (12th to 15th centur- dism? i ahead many years. The development 
ies), and before that from the Scandin- Edward Lindemann of criteria of this depth and character 
avian; it doesn’t belong in the Short Science Editor has been a long time in the coming. 
Play. If we are to avoid any word that Holiday House Bertha Jenkinson 
even faintly suggested “nigger,” New York, N.Y. San Francisco, Cal. 
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From the Council on Interracial Books for Children 

RACISM AND SEXISM RESOURCE CENTER 

i. 5 | Student-oriented pamphlets Py 
ro pf i \ i offering cultural, historical 3 4 A 2 

cinemas and current information. aE ve 
ey emcees Useful for contributing to me 

| @ oa the positive self-image of me Ns 

oc CHICA Third World children and *e . 
ae for increasing white children’s oJ 

= ces awareness of—and respect me ee 
°s on for—racial minorities. Photo- eee i, 
aa) Sas Soe graphs and reading lists make ak 
Se these 4-page brochures — 

rome omnes eg AVAILABLE: ax. i 
“gesss: cores: Jf ° Black American Freedom va. D 
——. . ec " Us ee ee se e Black Women Are Proud 
eed isle e Chicano and Proud 

pi 2 eery e Native American and Proud Les 
Pony 1s” e Puerto Rican and Proud 
Na Plait d Proud Geert 

com ik ee 

a aay BOOKMARK ae 
rest MeL es Se This eee cae ee 

eames = =~ bookmark lists prize-winning 

LS Ste —p multicultural children’s : All items are $2 for 30, $5 for 
TE -.. Siar, books by Third World writers 400. Send check or purchase 

TT Sa on its reverse side. A oder a ane ite 

aS — LE Usetut alate ite 1841 Broadway, New York, 
“Vil young readers. N.Y. 10023.
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